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Subject: PUCO CONTACT FORM: 111459 
Received: l l l l l i o n 7:10:54 PM 
Message: 
WEB ID: 111459 AT:02-22-2017 at 07:10 PM 

Related Case Number: 16-0253 

TYPE: Complaint -n 

NAME: Mrs. Candice Overly ' - . ^ 

CONTACT SENDER ? Yes 

MAILING ADDRESS: g 

• 4026 Glendale-Milford Road 
• Cincinnati, Ohio 45241 
• USA 

E-MAIL: col444(5)aoLcom 

INDUSTRY:Gas 

COMPLAINT DESCRIPTION: 

I have opposed this pipeline for multiple reasons as referenced in previous letters of opposition, 
however this latest LIE by Duke energy concerning the 4th informational meeting is possibly the biggest 
openly deceptive submission to date. Please please have your review board hold Duke accountable for 
falsifying documentation in their application. The amendment documents how they gave the public all 
the information they needed... LIE. No questions were allowed. They stated only '"400 people came... 
LIE. The venue they picked had a very small capacity and they sent the fire Marshall in to turn people 
away, the parking lot only accommodated 100 cars; the intent was purposeful. They held it in a small 
private hotel and people were prohibited from peacefully protesting. They stating only receiving 13 
emails during a time frame in opposition... maybe that is the truth but only because the public has 
grown tired of writing and never receiving information. The green route goes 12 feet from my homes 
foundation, in my yard effectively making my entire one acre yard unuseable and removing 3-100 year 
old oak trees. I have written them multiple times asking for an explanation for turning from the street 
into the middle of my yard... zero response. Zero. At the "informational" meeting, They switched back 
and forth betweeen transmission and distribution pipelines... which one is it?? Either they have hired 
the dumbest set of project writers and attorneys in Ohio or they are openly trying to confuse and 
deceive the public. I am begging you Ohio Power Siting Board to please review the deflated impact 
statements and false information in the application and DEMAND integrity In business practices In Ohio. 
We are better than that. This pipeline is for Duke profits, puts many residents at risk, destroys home 
values and communities— all so Duke can probably hook it to their Altlantic Pipeline project to make 
money out of OHIO. This project doesn't help Ohio, it helps Duke. Thank you for your consideration. 
Candice Overly 
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